Chatbots can be made more polite using style transfer & synthetic data
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**Our approach**

1. Politeness transfer model:
   - politeness markers: identified and removed from polite texts (TF-IDF-based)
   - BART trained to reconstruct politeness markers

2. Synthetic polite chat data:
   - generated by applying politeness transfer model

3. Polite dialogue model:
   - BlenderBot, DialoGPT, and GPT-2 as the dialog models
   - finetuned them using synthetic polite data for generating polite responses

**Experiments**

**Data**
- Politeness:
  - preprocessed & filtered Enron email sentences (Madaan et al., 2020)
- Dialog:
  - DailyDialog (DD): open-domain human-human dialogues (Li et al., 2017)

**Metrics**
- Automatic evaluation
  - politeness: politeness classifier
  - coherence: BLEU, SBERT cosine similarity (CS)
- Human evaluation
  - politeness, coherence, fluency
  - 1-5 Likert scales

**Results**

- Politeness transfer (Enron email data)
- Synthetic dialog data (DailyDialog)

**Conclusions**

Resulting model is end-to-end, no post processing needed

Compared to baselines, we achieve:
- Improved politeness
- Comparable content similarity, fluency, coherence

Future work: other stylized response generation tasks